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complete end. of his time, Or that which has been $atanls instrument having no life.

Dugt shall be the serpeñti meat, It 'is a figurative expression in any case. It doesnit

mean that the serpent eats dust, because the serpent surely doesntt. But it measa the

serpents head. in the dust. It certainly does not suggest that the serpent till has the

power to injure. It suggests that Satan control is at an end., surely parallel to the

revelation description of Satan in the Bible. Mr. Sutton?

l(Question: The praise, my- holy mountain, in the most literal sense, is of

course just a mthapia temple hill. Just a hill where the temple is, which is a portion

of Jerusalem, but it seems to be extended, to cover all that territory which is devoted

to the Lord. And whatever the area is, which is involved in it, it says in that area,

there is freedom from external danger. And. I am inclined to think that it means the

whole mmohm mountain. We can't be dogmatic on that. We would infer that from other

passages. But it certainly does not just mean a temple. If you were to say - the time

i coming when there shall be no murders committed in the first Presbyterian Church.

That would be a silly thing to say. The Lord. is giving here a wonderful promise and to

restrict it just to the temple. There's no murders in that temple. That certainly has

a bigger meaning than that, and when it talks of course about the wolf and. the lamb, and

all this in connection with this, why surely ordinarily you wouldn't have wolves, or

lambs, or lions in the temple at all, and. that would certainly seem to suggest that it

is a phrase which is used. here. It is a peculiar point. An interesting point. There

mpy be more meaning to it than I have yet observed., or reason for u selecting it. I

would incline to think that there is specific inference there. God. is making the whole

earth. Not only His footstool but of the spreading of the knowledge of the Lord. and His

power. Making the whole earth part of His kingdom, and so He calls it His holy mountain.

extending that over the whole earth, and not just the area that is 0
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That is quite an inference, just incidentally touched upon. I believe that the reason for

it, but I couldn't be quite dogmatic that it is so.

k (Question: verything changed, except the curse, not in a strict sense, And. of
course that would. fit with the idea that Satan's power is broken, How much that refers
to literal serpents and how much is an example, an indication, of the end. of
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